Abstract-This paper describes a neural network based equalizer trained by the artificial immune system learning algorithm. The equalizer takes advantage of the characteristics of neural nets and artificial immune systems. Simulations for channel responses examples indicate the usefulness of the proposed equalizer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive equalizers are used to compensate for signal distortion due to intersymbol interference (ISI), which may be caused by multipath within time-dispersive channels. They are usually employed in high-speed communication systems that do not use differential modulation techniques or frequency division multiplexing. The equalizer is the most time consuming component of a data demodulator and can use over 80% of the total computations needed to demodulate a given signal [1] . Several schemes can be employed to overcome the problem and although the equalization topic is quite mature and well discussed in the literature, there is still room for improvements and emerging techniques to be used such as computational intelligence topics. Comprehensive reviews on equalization are found in [2, 3] . Among computational intelligence applications to equalization, neural networks have been used for several channel types [4, 5] . Artificial Neural Networks is inspired by the network of neurons in biological nervous system. It is a network comprising of arrays of artificial neurons joined together with weights of connection. The neurons states as well as the weights of connections among them evolve according to defined learning rules [6] . Neural networks are nonlinear statistical modeling tools which can be used to find the relationship between input and output or to find patterns in vast database. Artificial Neural Networks have been successfully applied in statistical model development, adaptive control systems, pattern recognition in data mining, and decision making under uncertainty. They are capable to learn how to perform a pattern recognition task by automatically updating the values of its weights. Since their first applications, different types of learning algorithms for the Artificial Neural Networks have been developed by many researchers. For instance, competitive learning and Hebbian learning and were developed for unsupervised learning, while Least Mean Squares (LMS) and Back Propagation (BP) of error Pedro Henrique Gouvêa Coelho is with State University of Rio de Janeiro, RJ 20550-900 Brazil (e-mail: phcoelho@ uerj.br).
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algorithms were developed for supervised learning [6] . Artificial Immune System (AIS) has emerged in the 1990s as a new branch in Artificial Intelligence and since then Artificial Immune Systems have been used in various applications such as pattern recognition, fault detection, computer security and optimization [7] . The key issue of Artificial Immune Systems is inspired from the vertebrae immune system. The natural immune system is an interesting subject from the computational perspective as it is distributed, diverse, self-organizing with recognition, learning and memory capabilities [7] . Such characteristics brought the motivation to incorporate Artificial immune Systems techniques in the Artificial Neural Networks as the learning algorithm. So the Artificial Immune System is implemented as an optimization technique for the ANN weights be optimized with the goal to minimize the output error. Such approach was used in [8] for applications in short term load forecasting. Nanda et. al. used a tapped delay line structure as an equalizer optimizing the weights using Artificial immune system techniques, particularly the clonal algorithm [9] . The paper is organized as follows. This section is the Introduction and next section discusses briefly artificial immune system basics. Section 3 describes the neural network structure used followed by the discussion of the neural network learning mechanism based on artificial immune system techniques in section 4. Section 5 deals with results and section 6 ends the paper presenting conclusions and future work.
II. IMMUNE SYSTEM BASICS
The natural immune system comprises a complex pattern recognition system that protects the body from foreign pathogens. In other words, it recognizes the body's own cells known as the self cells and the foreign elements or the antigens that normally caused the illness known as the nonself cells. The non-self cells can be further categorized in order to activate the suitable defense mechanism which is unique with respect to a particular antigen. Also, the immune system developed memory cells to allow more efficient responses in case of later infection by the similar antigen. Such processes that arise in the immune system can be interpreted as a distributed task force that has the intelligence to take action from a local and global perspective using a network of chemical messengers for communication [7] . Among the properties of immune system which have attracted attention to the computer scientists and engineers are [7] e) Imperfect detection (noise tolerance): an absolute recognition of pathogens is not required and hence, the system is flexible.
f) Reinforcement learning and memory: the system can learn the structures of pathogens, so that future responses to the the structures of pathogens, so that future responses to the same pathogens are faster and stronger.
There are four mechanisms in the immune system: the negative selection, positive selection, clonal selection and immune network. Those methods are commonly being used in the Artificial Immune System technique. In the present work, the clonal selection based Artificial Immune System optimization technique was developed to optimize the weight of neurons in the Artificial Neural Network in order to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the predicted and the actual output.
A. The Theory of Clone Selection
The clonal selection mechanism is an algorithm used by the immune system to describe the basic features of an immune response to an antigenic stimulus. The cells which recognize the antigens are the only ones to be selected to proliferate and thus go through the process of affinity maturation. The basic features of the clonal selection mechanism are [7] : a) New cells are copies or clones of their parents subjected to a mutation mechanism. b) Extinction of newly differentiated lymphocytes conveying self-reacting receptors. c) Proliferation and differentiation on contact of mature cells with antigens.
d) The persistence of prohibited clones makes resistance to early elimination by self-antigens as the basis of autoimmune diseases. In the phase of selection, the cells known as B cells with high affinity regarding to an antigen are activated and stimulated to proliferate generating a great number of clones. In the process of maturation, these clones mutate and turn into plasma cells which then secrete a large number of antibodies. Some of the B cells clones maturate into memory cells that have the memory of the antigenic pattern for future infections. The antibodies secreted from the second response would have higher affinity than those of the earlier response.
In the computational point of view, this strategy suggests that the process perform a greedy search, where the individual will be locally optimized and the newcomers would yield a broader exploration of the search space. These characteristics turn the clonal selection algorithm suitable for solving multi-modal optimization problems [8] . The process of clonal selection is depicted in Figure 1 , taken from [7] . Based on this process, the key characteristics of clonal selection can be listed [7, 8] : a) Diversity -The population of cells available for the immune response can be sparsely distributed covering a broad area of the antigenic space. b) Optimization -Selection and proliferation of high affinity cells generates a rapidly increasing population of high affinity matches that is useful in targeting and responding to secondary infections. c) Exploration -Mutation of cells to allow local exploration of the affinity landscape to achieve higher affinity matches to the invading antigen. When the clonal selection algorithm is implemented for solving an optimization problem, a few adaptations have to be made as follows [7] : a) There is no explicit antigen to be recognized, but an objective function is to be optimized. Therefore the affinity of an antibody refers to the evaluation of the objective function. b) All antibodies are to be selected for cloning. c) The number of clones produced by the antibodies are the same. 
III. NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURE
The neural network architecture used as the equalizer was the multi-layered perceptron which is suitable for typical signal processing applications. Usually such neural network comprises one input layer, one or more hidden layers and one output layer. Each layer uses several neurons and each neuron in a layer is connected to the neurons in the adjacent layer with distinct weights. Signals flow into the input layer, which corresponds to the received signals and possibly delayed versions, pass through the hidden layer, and arrive at the output layer. Each neuron receives signals from the neurons of the previous layer, except for the input layer, linear weighted by the interconnected values between neurons. Then the neuron generates its output signal by passing the summed signal through a function, usually called transfer function, which typically is a sigmoid function [6] . The equalizer output is usually an estimate of the transmitted symbol delayed by a given number of symbol intervals.
A. The Neural Network Architecture
The architecture of the neural network equalizer comprises an input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer as shown in Figure 2 . Neural Networks having more than one hidden layer are generally more complex and network training is usually more time consuming. The number of neurons in the hidden layer must be carefully chosen. If too many neurons are used, the network tends to become overspecialized, leading to a loss of generalization capability. If there are not enough hidden layer neurons, the network may find it difficult to learn the behavior of the signals. In this paper, several number of hidden layer neurons were experimented with the number ranging from 5 to 20. Sixteen neurons were finally used because it led to a better model based on the lowest value of the average Mean Square Error (MSE) during the training process.
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Hidden Layer Output layer IV. THE ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE SYSTEM LEARNING ALGORITHM
Determination of output of channel:
The input is a random binary signal drawn from a uniform distribution channel to produce output x(k) at time kT, where T is the symbol interval.
Equalizer input:
The output of the channel x(k) and its delayed versions define the equalizer input vector.
Initialization of a group of cells i.e. n set of neural net weights:
A group of n solutions is considered, so n of such weight vectors is taken, where each of which represents a possible solution. Usually the n weights are set to small random values.
Calculation of desired output of the equalizer:
The desired signal d(k) is formed by delaying the input sequence u(k) by m samples for each of the n possible solutions.
Fitness Evaluation:
The output of the equalizer y(k), is compared with the desired output d(k) to produce an error signal given by e(k) = d(k) − y(k). For each nth weight vector the mean square error (MSE) is evaluated. For each nth weight vector the mean square error (MSE) is determined and is used as the fitness function. The objective is to minimize the fitness function by clonal selection principle.
Selection:
The weight vector is selected for which MSE is minimum.
Cloning
The weight vector which yields the best fitness value, i.e. minimum MSE, is duplicated.
M utation:
Mutation operation introduces variations into the immune cells. Probability of mutation Pm is chosen to be a smaller value which indicates that the operation occurs occasionally. The cell to be mutated among the cloned cells is chosen randomly.
Stopping Criteria:
The weight vector which provides the desired solution i.e. minimum MSE and corresponding cells are known as memory cells. Until a predefined minimum MSE is obtained steps 4 -8 are repeated.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Several simulations were made that indicates the artificial immune system trained neural net equalizer performs accordingly. In this section it is shown two of the simulations carried out for non-linear channels responses tanh(0.26 + 0.93 z -1 + 0.26 z -2 ) , and tanh(0.3040 + 0.9030z -1 + 0.3040 z -2 ) taken from [9] . Figures 3 and 4 show results in terms of probability of error versus SNR for additive white Gaussian noise, comparing Neural Net Equalizer trained by Artificial Immune Systems (AIS), Neural Net trained by GA and trained by LMS algorithm. It can be seen that the AIS learning scheme compares favorably with the GA techniques, particularly in figure 1, but is far superior to LMS particularly in presence of non-linearities. Figure 2 shows that GA and AIS have the same performance for channel 2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describe an AIS trained neural network for channel equalization and simulation results indicate the equalizer scheme is promising and further analyses should be carried out. Consideration of a broad class of channel responses as well as theoretical aspects are to be pursued as future work. 
